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- first multi-tier, AFA with QoS
- Patent - dynamic storage QoS Awarded US Patent 9,176,708

NexGen:
PCIe Flash Arrays - All-flash and hybrid solutions
Dynamic QoS - align performance with business needs
Mgmt simplicity - Granular policy-based mgmt

AFA Considerations
Bottlenecks Exist
- CPUs
- Bus bandwidth
- Algorithms
- SAS Chips
- Controllers
- SAS Connection
- Memory
- Poor Bandwidth

Latency Spikes still occur

Proliferation of flash types
- Capacity (400GB to 16TB in single SSD / card)
- Performance - 20K IOPS to 1M IOPS in single device
Endurance
Connectivity / Form
And costs are coming down fast

Extending hybrid to AFA
- Disk and flash solution - not all workloads need flash performance
- AFAs - every workload “deserves” flash performance

First ultra-low latency and high performance capacity
prioritise perf-hungry workloads for more predictable performance
enhanced flash mgmt for performance and endurance

Configuration Options
N5-1500 Head (2.6TB PCIe Flash, 15TB SSD)
+
Add up to 3 SSD Capacity Pack(s)
- 15TB SSD
- 4 x 6Gbps SAS

So you can get up to 60TB SSD



N5-3000
2.6TB flash
30TB raw (base)
60TB raw (max)

CPU - 4x 6-core intel Xeon E5645 2.4GHz, 24x cores, 48 cores with HT
RAM - 96GB
Network - Data (4) 1/10GbE SFP+ -or- (4) 1/10GBT RJ45, iSCSI / mgmt: (4) 1GbE 
RJ45, http, https

Extending multi-tier architecture to a different set of workloads

*George Wagner - https://www.linkedin.com/in/grwagner

NexGen Data Reduction Technologies
I/O Reduction for Performance - 2.5x acceleration, 50% lower latency, reduced I/O 
vs PCIe Flash I/O
I/O Consolidation for Endurance - 4x SSD life extension, 7:1 consolidation ratio from 
PCIe Flash writes to SSD writes
Data Reduction for Capacity - 50% avg capacity reduction, 2:1 data reduction ratio, 
no performance impact

Dynamic QoS - QoS is about putting priorities to work
targets with automated throttling
- preconfigured policies
- manage performance minimums
priorities
- adaptive BW throttling
- adaptive queueing
placement
- real-time, always on
- prioritised active caching

https://www.linkedin.com/in/grwagner

